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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classification of finite simple groups of order 2a3bpc is a well-known 
unsolved problem. As a consequence of [17] it is known that p = 5, 7, 13, 
or 17. In case of p = 17, the appropriate conjecture is that the only simple 
group of order 2a3b17c is PSLa(17). Th’ 1s is the first of two papers devoted 
to the proof of this conjecture. 
In trying to prove this result one studies a simple group G with the proper- 
ties 
(1) / G / = 2a3b17C, 
(2) Every proper simple section of G is isomorphic to PSL,( 17). 
We call a group G satisfying (1) and (2) a O-group. As usual, the study 
of O-groups itself divides into two parts, according as all 2-local subgroups 
are, or are not all 2-constrained. Now some very recent work of Thompson 
and Aschbacher (c.f. [l]) has removed many of the difficulties of the non- 
2-constrained case, so in this first paper we will concentrate on the 2- 
constrained case. We will prove the following. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a finite simple O-group such that every 2-local 
subgroup of G is 2-constrained. Then no 2-local subgroup of G contains an 
elementary abelian subgroup of order p3, p = 3 or 17. 
Although a minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem contains 
nonsolvable local subgroups, nevertheless the proof proceeds along the 
lines of [17]. In more detail the argument proceeds as follows: we first 
analyze the 17-local subgroups of G and obtain uniqueness theorems for 
the elements of a(17), under the assumption that some 2-local contains 
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an elementary subgroup of order 17”. Then we turn our attention to the 
study of the 2-reduced core R2(IlI) f  o a uniqueness subgroup M for the 
prime 17, and a rather crude analysis yields a contradiction. 
As a consequence of this first reduction, we easily obtain that every local 
subgroup of G has at most one nonsolvable composition factor. With this 
result at our disposal we analyze the 3-local subgroups, assuming that 
some 2-local contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order 27. Again 
we obtain the existence of a uniqueness subgroup M for the prime 3. 
Analyzing V P-7 Q,(R,(M)), we obtain ~ I’ ~ :-. 4, and we ultimately derive 
the desired contradiction from the assumed existence of a nonsolvable 
2-local. 
A number of results already in the literature will be useful when dealing 
with a minimal counterexample G to the Main Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 0. G has the following properties: 
(a) 2 E rJ and all 2-local subgroups are core-free. 
(b) G has a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup. 
(c) Each Sylow subgroup of G is noncyclic. 
(d) If .X E G*: then ! G: C,(x)/ is not a power of a prime. 
All of these reductions are well-known. A theorem of [8] allows us to 
assume that SCNa(2) + 21. As all 2-locals are 2-constrained then further 
results of [5] yield (a). A theorem of [9] implies (b), whilst results of [13] 
give (c). Finally, (d) is an old result of [6, Lemma 4.3.21. 
We also mention a result of [ 141, which will be useful at certain points 
of our argument. 
PROPOSITION 00 [14]. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the Main 
Theorem and suppose that a Sylow II-subgroup of G is elementary of order 172. 
Then the centralizer of every nonidentity II-element is a 17-group. 
Our notation is standard at follows that of [ 171 and [16]. Auxiliary notation 
is established when and where it is required. The solvability of groups 
of odd order [3] is assumed throughout. Finally, all groups considered 
in this paper are finite. 
2. THE LARGE ~-LOCAL I~-R.~NK CASE 
Before embarking on the proof of the Main Theorem we will establish 
some uniqueness theorems for the prime 17 under conditions slightly more 
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general than we require in this paper. Hence until further notice we operate 
under the following conditions: 
HYPOTHESIS 2.1. G is a finite simple O-group satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(a) G contains an elementary abelian 17-subgroup E such that E contains 
every element of order 17 in C(E). 
(b) &(E; 17’) # {I}. 
(c) m(E) 2 3. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that Hypothesis 2.1 holds. Then every element 
of c3(G; 3) lies in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
Recall that et,(G; p) denotes the set of elementary abelian p-subgroups 
of G of rank k. 
We proceed to prove Proposition 2.1 in a series of lemmas. We shall 
use the notation and results of [2, Sect. 31 freely throughout this section. 
We start with the foilowing lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a (2, 3, 17}-group such that every simple section 
of X is isomorphic to PSL,( 17), and suppose that X contains Q subgroup E 
satisfying Hypothesis 2.1(a). Then every element of M,(E; 17’) lies in O,,(X). 
Proof. Proceeding by induction, we may assume that O,,,(X) = 1 and 
try to show that Mx(E; 17’) = {I}. Choose Q E Hx(E; 17’). 
Now with the notation of 121, we have F*(X) = O,,(X) x E(X). As E 
contains every element of order 17 in C(E) then [Q, J2;L)1(CoI,(X)(E))] < 
O,,(X) n [Q, E] < O,,(X) n Q = I, so we get [Q, O,,(X)] = I by the 
P x Q-lemma, so Q is faithful on E(X). As E normalizes E(X) then there 
is an element x E C,(,)(E) of order 17, so that x E E. We get Q = [Q, x] C,(x). 
Set K == E(X) and observe that Q0 = [Q, x] < K. Now a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of PSL,( 17) normalizes no proper 17’-subgroups of PSL,( 17). 
Since K is a direct product of copies of PSL,(I7) we deduce easily that 
[Q,, , x] = 1, and hence that Q, = 1. Hence, we get Q < C,(x) < X. 
By induction we get Q ,( O,,,(C,(x)) .< O,*,*(X), the latter containment 
by [2, Lemma 3.61. Now if P is a Sylow 17-subgroup of F*(X) then by 
definition we have O,*,,?;(X) = E(X) O,,(C,Y(P)), since O,,(X) = 1. As 110 
outer automorphism of PSL,( 17) centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup then 
O,,(C,(P)) = 1, and we deduce that Q c< K. The argument of the previous 
paragraph now yields Q = 1, as required. 
Now let G be a group satisfying Hypothesis 2.1 with E as in Hypothesis 2. I 
also. Lemma 2.1 quickly yields 
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LEMMA 2.2. O,,, is a solvable E-signalizes functor on G. Moveo@er, 
(H,(E; 17’)) is a nontrivial, solzlable 17’-group. 
Proof. To show that Or,, is an E-signalizer functor on G we must show 
that O,,(C(e)) n C(f) -< O,,(C( f  )) f  or all P, f  E I?“. As E is abelian this 
is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
Now by the Glauberman-Goldschmidt signalizer functor theorem [4], 
applicable since m(E) ;: 3, we deduce that (O,,(C(e)) 1 e E E#di) is a solvable 
17’-group. Finally, if Q t EI(E; 17’) then Q :- (Co(e) / e E E+‘). But Co(e) 2:: 
O,,(C(e)) for each e E E* by Lemma 2.1 again, so in fact Q .< (O,,(C(e)) / 
e E E’“). We deduce that (EI(E; 17’)) ~~~ (O,,(C(e)) / e E E*>, and the 
lemma is proved. 
We set (H(E; 17’):, : (O,,(C(e)) / e E E*> = W and fix this notation. 
Observe that W + 1 by Hypothesis 2.1(b), hence M = N,(W) < G. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following conditions hold: 
(a) M contains a Sylow 17-subgroup P of G. 
(b) IV(;( V) < Mfor each V E a(P). 
Proof. Here, a(P) denotes the set of elementary subgroups of P of type 
(17, 17) contained in an elementary subgroup of P of type (17, 17, 17). 
To begin with, the unique nature of W implies that N(F) -< M whenever 
E Q (i F. In particular, M contains P whenever P is a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G containing E, so (a) follows. 
For (b) we use a “ connectedness-type” argument (cf. [7, Sect. 4.21). 
First we show that N( I’) < M whenever V E c2(E). n’amely, (O,,(C(a))1 
v  E Ii-+> < W by definition of IV, whereas C,(v) sl O,,(C(a)) by Lemma 
2.1. Thus W = (C,(U) ! 2’ E I’*> r= (O,,(C(v)) j z: E V#>, and so N(V) 3: 
N(W) =- M. n’ext, suppose that I’, E a(P) is such that W = (O,,,(C(v)) / 
Z’E I;’ i*> and let EI be a maximal elementary abelian 17-group of G which 
contains I/, . Then E, normalizes a unique maximal 17’-group by Lemma 2.2. 
The above argument then shows that {W} = H*(E, ; 17’), in particular 
E, < M. These arguments show that to prove (b) it is enough to exhibit 
a sequence of elementary subgroups of P, say FI , F2 ,..., F, : 1 E such 
that each Fi has rank 3, V < Pi, and F, n F,,, has rank 2 for 1 .>. i -ii 
n - 1. But as V’t a(P) then V is contained in an elementary subgroup F 
of P of rank 3, so if U E 42(P) we may take FI = F, F2 = UC,(U), Fx ~= 
UC,(E), F4 :: E. This proves (b). 
LEMMA 2.4. Each elementary 17-subgroup of G of rank at least 3 lies 
in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
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Proof. We may assume that FE E&P) and try to prove that M is the 
unique maximal subgroup of G which contains F. Supposing this false, 
choose a subgroup L < G satisfying (a) F <L Q AZ and (b) (L ~1 -41 iI7 
is maximal subject to (a). Let S be a Sylow 17-subgroup of L n M con- 
taining F. Then S is a Sylow 17-subgroup of L. We may assume that S -< P. 
Now we have O,,(L) = (C(V) n O,,,(L) 1 VE ca(F)) < M, the latter 
containment by Lemma 2.3(b). Let S, 1 S n O,,,,,(L) so that St, is a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of O,,F.~(L). I f  017,,E(L) has at least 3 components 
we get Or,,,,(L) = (C(V) 0 O,,J,,(L) 1 V/E ~a(&,)) < M by Lemma 2.3(b) 
again. Otherwise O,,P,~(L) h as a most two components, so each is fixed by F, t 
in which case O,,,,E(L) = (C(V) n O1,,,E(L) 1 V E l 2(Fj) < M. So in any 
case 0 17,,E(L) < IV. By the Frattini argument we have L = 017,,E(L) Iv,(R) 
where R = S n O,,,,,,(L), so N,(R) Q M, so N,(R) Q: M. As S is a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of N,(R) then N(R) is 17-constrained and C(R) = 
Z(R) x O,,,(V)). 
Suppose next that R has a noncyclic characteristic abelian subgroup il. 
As 48 > 3 then every element of E,(A) lies in a(P) in which case we get 
N(R) < !V(A) < M by Lemma 2.3(b), contradiction. We deduce that R 
is of symplectic-type. Suppose that R has width at least 2. Then every 
element of Q(R) lies in a(P). Now in the proof of Lemma 2.3 we showed 
that W = (O,,(C(v)) / 7.1 E V+> whenever VE a(P). As N(R) permutes the 
set (V j VE ca(R)) it follows in this case that N(R) < N(W) = M, con- 
tradiction. So R has width 1, that is R = Z(R) * R, where Z(R) is cyclic 
and R, is extra-special of order 173 and exponent 17. Set 2 I= Q,(Z(R)). 
Notice that since Z has order 17 then S = P, that is N(R) contains a Sylow 
17-subgroup of G. Hence R contains an element U E %(P). 
We will show that W = (kl,(R; 17’)) in which case we get N(R) < 
N(W) =: M as a final contradiction. So let Q E &(R; 17’). Then Q ::= 
(C,(u) 1 u E Us). Now C,(Z) is an R-invariant subgroup of C(Z), and as 
Z(P) is cyclic then C(Z) is 17-constrained. As R contains every 17-element 
of its centralizer we get Co(Z) < O,,(C(Z)) < W, the latter containment 
by Lemma 2.1. Hence we only need show that Co(u) < W for each 
UEU-z. 
Choose u E ZJ - Z and set Q0 = Co(u). Now Q,, = [Q,, , Z] Coo(Z), 
and Coo(Z) < W by the last paragraph. So we only need Qr = [QO , Z] zg W. 
Now by the proof of Lemma 2.3 we have O&C(u)) < W, so it is enough 
to show that Qr < O,,(C(u)). Let C = C(U), C = C/O,,,(C), and assume 
that Qr -f 1. 
Suppose to begin with that (u) + Z in G. As R has width 1 we see that 
a Sylow 17-subgroup of C is abelian of rank 3. If  C is solvable we have 
U ,( O,,,.,,(C) by [17, Lemma 6.11, so in this case we get Q, < O,,,(C) 
as required. If  C is not solvable then C is not 17-constrained and Z < 
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0 17,,F*(C). As a Sylow 17-subgroup of PSLa(l7) normalizes no proper 
17’~subgroup this again forces Qr < O,,(C). 
Finally suppose that (u) N 2 in G, so that C s C(Z). I f  Z < O,,,,,,(C) 
we get Qr < O,,(C) as above, so we may assume that Z Q: O,,,,,,(C). 
Thus Z covers a Sylow 17-subgroup of C/O,,,,,,(C), so that this latter 
factor group involves %,(I 7). As Qr + 1 it follows that 1 Q 1 = 2 and in 
particular Z centralizes Qr . As Qr = [Qr , Z] this is impossible, so Lemma 
2.4 is proved. 
\%‘ith Lemma 2.4 we have completed the proof of Proposition 2.1. Until 
further notice we will assume: 
HYPOTHESIS 2.2. G is a minimal counterexample to the Main Theorem. 
Moreover some 2-local subgroup of G contains an element of a(17) and 
SCNa(l7) f  ‘*. 
We shall ultimately derive a contradiction from the assumption of 
Hypothesis 2.2. Let E be an elementary 17-subgroup of G of maximal 
rank subject to II,(E; 2) j: (1). RI oreover if m(E) := 2 choose E E a( 17): 
this is always possible by Hypothesis 2.2. We start with 
LEMMA 2.5. The pair G, E satisfy Hypothesis 2.1. 
Proof. As kI(E; 2) 5(- {l} by Hypothesis 2.2 then Hypothesis 2.1(b) 
certainly holds. So we must show that m(E) > 3 and that E contains every 
element of order 17 in C(E). Suppose that this latter statement, then, is 
false, and let F be an elementary 17-subgroup of G such that E < F. Let 
1 # T E kI*(E; 2). 
First we show that C,(D) is 17-constrained whenever D is a hyperplane 
of E satisfying [E, C,(D)] -f 1, so suppose that this too is false. Let L : = 
C(D). Since F <L then O,,,(L) h as odd order, so T,, = [E, C,(D)] is 
isomorphic to its image in L = L/O,,,(L). Now by assumption we have 
E(E) + 1, whereas maximality of m(E) ensures that E(z) has at most 2 
components. So i? fixes each component of E(e), hence T0 has the same 
property. In fact, we see that [T, , E(E)] = 1 and so T, is faithful on O,,(E). 
But m(O,,(t])) < m(D) + 1, so as [T, , D] = 1 then m(T,,) = 1 by [17, 
Lemma 5.341. But this is impossible since E/D is faithful on T,, , so C(D) 
is indeed 17-constrained for every such hyperplane D. Now [ 12, Theorem A] 
yields a contradiction and Lemma 2.5 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. Every element of a( 17) is contained in a unique maximal 
subgroup of G. 
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Proof. Let E be as in Lemma 2.5. By Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 2.1 
we find that 1 # W = (&(E; 17’)) is a 17’-group and that M = N(W) 
is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing any element of c&P) for P 
a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. Let VE a(P). we must show that M is the 
unique maximal subgroup of G containing I’, so suppose that there is a 
group L satisfying I/ < L < G, L Q: M and maximizing / L n M /i, subject 
to this. Let S by a Sylow 17-subgroup of L n M containing V. Without 
loss we have S < P, and we get that S is a Sylow 17-subgroup of L. 
Now there is FE E&P) such that V <F, so we get C(v) < M for each 
u E V+. As O,,,,,(L) = (C(V) I? 017,,E(L) / v  E V#) then O,,,,,(L) < M. 
Hence if R is a Sylow 17-subgroup of O,,,,,,(L) then N,(R) Q: M. Note 
that N(R) is 17-constrained with Sylow 17-subgroup S. If  R has charac- 
teristic abelian subgroups of rank at least 3 we easily get N(R) < M, so 
we may assume that this is not the case. On the other hand if Z(R) is cyclic 
then Ql(Z(R)) = Q,(Z(P)) and hence N(R) < N(O,(Z(R))) < M, contradic- 
tion. So we may assume that Z(R) has rank 2. Now S has rank 2 (by Proposi- 
tion 2.1), so Qn,(Z(R)) $a(17), so R is abelian of type (17, 179, a 3 1. 
If  a > 2 then Qi( m(R)) = &(Z(P)) and so N(R) < M in this case. So 
a = 1, that is R is abelian of type (17, 17). 
Now R satisfies Hypothesis 2.1(a), so by Lemma 2.1 we have 
(H,(R; 17’)) = O,,,(M) = W. Let T be a P-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup 
of W, so that T # 1 by Hypothesis 2.2. It follows that T E &*(R; 2). 
Note that N(T) < M by Proposition 2.1. Finally, a standard argument 
(see, for example, [17, Lemma 6.21) yields that O,,,(C(R)) is transitive on 
&&*(R, X; 2) for each x E R# (here, we are using the notation of [16]). 
But by the constraint of 24ocals we get T E &*(R, X; 2) for all x E R - 
Q,(Z(P)), whilst if Tl E H,*(R; 2) then there is some y  E R - Qn,(Z(P)) such 
that Tl E Ho *(R, y; 2). T ransitivity thus yields N(R) < N(T) O,,(C(R)) 5; M, 
and so Lemma 2.6 follows. 
We retain the notation established above, so that P is a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G, W = (H(P; 17’)), 1 # T is a P-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of W, 
and M = N(W) is the uniqueness subgroup for the elements of a(P). 
LEMMA 2.7. M is a 2-local subgroup and O(W) = 1. 
Proof. The two statements are equivalent by Proposition O(a), so we 
only need show that O,(W) # 1. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G con- 
taining T. As N(T) < M by Lemma 2.6 then T =: O,(N( T)) and M contains 
every element of %!(S). Now as 2-locals are 2-constrained then U centralizes 
each element of I&( U; 2’) by [17, Lemma 6.11, in particular [U n T, 
O(W)] = 1. Hence F(W) # O(W), so O,(W) # 1 as required. 
The next lemma is crucial. 
481/40/2-Z 
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LEMMA 2.8. M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M containing T with S* a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G containing S. We must show that S = S*, so suppose 
that this is false. 
Case 1. The solvable radical S(M) of M h as noncyclic Sylozc: II-subgroups. 
Let P,, -m- S(M) n P. Also, let H be a Hall (2, 17}-subgroup of S(M)S. 
We may assume without loss that I-I = P,,S. Now as O(M) = 1 then 
O(H) = 1 and so we can apply the Thompson factorizations of [17, Lemma 
5.531 to the group H. I f  m(P,J 3 3 th en by [15, Sect. VI, Lemma 31 there 
is a nonidentity characteristic subgroup C of S such that NH(C) contains 
an element of a(P,,). Hence N,(C) -(- M by uniqueness, and so S = S*. 
So we may assume that m(PO) == 2. I f  every element of E*(P”) lies in a(17) 
then we get S :-: S* again by using [16, Lemma 4.41, so we may assume 
that there is an element of cz(PO) not lying in a(17). Suppose that P,, has a 
noncyclic, characteristic abelian subgroup A. Then Q,(A) E a( 17) and 
SQ,(A) is a group. Another application of [ 16, Lemma 4.41 yields a non- 
identity characteristic subgroup C of S with Qi(A) < N(C), and we get 
S == S’* again. Hence, we may assume that P, is of symplectic-type, in 
which case P, has width 1 by an earlier reduction. Let P, = G,(P,,) so 
that PI is extra-special of order 173 and exponent 17. 
From the foregoing arguments we know that M is nonsolvable, that 
S(M) has 17-length 1, and that M/O i,,,i7(M) is represented faithfully on 
P, Now let d be the maximal rank of the elementary abelian subgroups 
of S, and let J(S) = (-4 ( A < S, A is elementary abelian, m(A) = d). I f  
J(S) < O,,(M) then standard arguments together with uniqueness yield 
s = s* , so we may assume that there is an elementary subgroup A < S 
satisfying m(a) = d, A Q O,,(M). Since n/l/O,,,,,,(M) G G&(17) then 
1 A: A n O,,(M)I < 4. Now set Z == Q,(Z(T)) and observe that each 
a E A# satisfies ’ Z: C,(a)1 < 4. As T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,(M), 
then, replacing M by N,\,(T) if necessary, we may assume that T <1 M. 
Let M = M/O,,(M). 
Suppose there is a E A - A n T acting on pr as the central involution 
of G&(1 7). Then a inverts PJZ(P,). But if 5 is any 17-element inverted 
by a, the inequality 1 Z: C,(a)] 3: 4 forces [Z, X] = 1, so in this case we get 
[Z, P,] : 1. But Z contains a central involution z of S* and P, contains 
an element of a( 17), so in this case C(z) < M and S = S* as required. So we 
may assume that there is no such a. It follows that ! A: 4 n O,,,(hJ)~ = 2 
and if a E A - A n T then a $0!(M). Moreover ) Z: Cz(a)i = 2. Kow 
M/P, has a normal subgroup isomorphic to S&(17), so 2 appropriate con- 
jugates of a generate a dihedral group of order divisible by 9. Let R g Z, 
be contained in such a dihedral group. Then / 2: C,(R)! 3; 4 and hence 
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[Z, Q,(R)] = 1. Th’ 1s f  orces [Z, PJ = I, and we get S = S* as before. 
This completes the analysis of case 1. 
Case 2. S(M) has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. In this case we have 
immediately that M is not 17-constrained. So if M = M/O,,,(M) then 
F*(M) = O,,(M) x E(M) where O,,(m) is cyclic and E(M) has at least 
two components. These facts hold since SCiV,(P) # O. With J(S) as in 
Case 1 we may again assume that J(S) Q O,,,(M), so that there is an 
elementary subgroup A < S with m(A) = m(S) = d and A Q: O,,,(M). 
Let {tl ,...,&} be an A-orbit of components and let B = StabA with 
A = B x B,. Hence B1 is transitive on {L, ,..., L,} and i? = C(B,) n 
(z, x ... x L,) z PSL,(l7). Let X = EA with X the inverse image of x 
in M, and let F be an A-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup of S(X) with Z = 
Ql(Z(F)). Hence / Z: C,(a)1 < 4 for a E A+. 
Now suppose that 2 n i? # 1 and let a E A# satisfy a E i?. Then 5 inverts 
an element of i? of order 17. As in Case 1 this forces a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of X to centralize E. Suppose that 2 n E = 1 and A Q: S(X). Then 
1 A: A n S(X)/ = 2 and if a E A - A n F then a centralizes a hyperplane 
of F. Also, we have E(a) s PGL,( 17). The argument of Case 1 again yields 
that a Sylow 17-subgroup of X centralizes Z. Now since Q,(Z(S*)) < Z, 
we have shown that either a Sylow 17-subgroup of X centralizes Q,(Z(S*)) 
or else A < S(X). We will say that the orbit {L, ,..., &.} is of type I or type II 
according as either the first or second of these two possibilities holds. If  
there are two orbits of type I then Ql(Z(S*)) centralizes an element of 
a( 17) and by uniqueness we get S * = S. Hence we may assume that there 
is at most one orbit of type I. 
Next, suppose that {& ,..., t,} is an orbit of type II. We will show that 
Y = I and [A,L,] = 1, so suppose that this is false. As it is a type II orbit 
we certainly have [B,L,] = 1 where B = stabA( hence B < A. Let 
A = B x B, with B2 a hyperplane of B, Then i? = C(B,) n L, x ... x L, E 
P&5,( 17) x PSL,( 17) and there is b E B, - B, interchanging the two 
components of E. Hence, 6 inverts a “diagonal” element of order 17 in E, 
say X. Setting x = EA we find as in the previous paragraphs that a “diagonal” 
element of order 17 centralizes Qn,(Z(F)) for F an appropriate Sylow 2-sub- 
group of S(X). It follows that F centralizes a Sylow l7-subgroup of X. 
But any such Sylow 17-subgroup lies in n( 17), so as Ql(Z(S*)) < Q,(Z(F)) 
without loss we get S = S* as required. Hence, we may assume that each 
orbit of type II has the required properties. 
Next we show that [A, E(B)] = 1. If  each x-orbit of components is of 
type II this follows from the last paragraph, so we can assume that there 
is a (unique) x-orbit of type I. Hence, some element of E(M) of order 17 
centralizes Q,(Z(S*)). Suppose that O,,(Jf) # 1 and let H be a Hall (2, 17}- 
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subgroup of Ot,,,,, (M)S which contains S. By [17, Lemma 5.531 we have 
H = C,(Z(S)) N&(S)). I f  17 / 1 C,(Z(S))l then sZ,(Z(S*)) centralizes an 
element of a(17) and S : S*. So without loss, S == C,,(Z(S)), so that 
17 1 j N&(S))J. Hence [O,,(fil), J(S)] == I. 
Now let {i-r ,...,L,} be the unique J-orbit of type I with B = StabA( 
Let B,, : Cs(tl). From the foregoing arguments we deduce that [B, , 
F*(B)] = I, so that B, -= I. It follows that j E? 1 :< 4. We will now show 
that .4 = B, equivalently that r = 1, so suppose false and let A = B x B, 
with B, a hyperplane of B, . Let i? = C(&) fl E, Y: ... >: L, z PSL,( 17) % 
PSL,(l7) with X := El. This time we have / A: A r\ S(X)1 .-I 8, but since 
2 has order 8 (modulo 17) we can still push through the argument given in 
the analysis of type II orbits to obtain S = S*, so we indeed have Y -~ I. 
We have now shown that 2 fixes every component of M and that there 
is a unique component i, such that {L,,} is an A-orbit of type I. Let {k’, ,..., K,} 
be the remaining components, with K :-.. K1 j< ... : K, , so that [4, K] == 1 
by an earlier reduction. Now let s,, be any other elementary subgroup 
of S’ of rank d. Repeating the whole argument again with A replaced by 4, 
we find that there is at most one &,-orbit of type I, say {J}. I f  1 -= Kiri for 
some i then the Sylow 17-subgroup of Ki centralizes Q,(Z(S*)), as does a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of x. So in this case Q,(Z(S*)) centralizes an element 
of a(17) and S = S*. So we may assume that {Kz) is an &orbit of type II __ -- 
for each 1 ( i ‘c, n. We deduce that [J(S), K] =: 1. We deduce that n = 1, 
for otherwise N(J(S)) contains a Sylow 17-subgroup of K, hence contains 
an element of a( 17), hence S --_ S*. But if n 1 then M has only t_wocompo- 
nents. This forces O,,(M) f  1, a contradiction. So indeed [A, E(M)] = 1. -- 
Finally then, we see that [j(S), E(M)] 1. As above, this forces E(M) 
to have only one component, in which case m(O,,(M)) G-2 2. This is also 
false, so Lemma 2.8 is finally proved. 
As we shall see, Lemma 2.8 allows us to sharply limit the structure of M. 
LEMMA 2.9. M has a cyclic Sylow 3-subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose first of all that M contains a 3-element ?c # 1 such that 
x E Z(R) for some Sylow 3-subgroup R of G. As G mu MR we then get 
figEG MO = nrtR My > (x>, against the simplicity of G. So there is no such 
element x. Hence, if 1 j, y  is a 3-element of M, WC get C(y) 41 M. 
Now suppose that Sylow 3-subgroups of M are not cyclic, in which cast 
there is (3, 3) c I’ < 111. If  O,,(M) has noncyclic Sylow 17-subgroups then 
O,~(M) contains a V-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup Q and 0 contains elements 
of a(17). It follows that some 7: E V -* is such that C,(V) contains an element 
of a( 17) so C(c)) < M by uniqueness. This is false, so Sylow 17-subgroups 
of O:,(M) are cyclic. We deduce from this that a Sylow 3-subgroup Q of 
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O,,,,(M) is normalized by a Sylow 17-subgroup of M. If  Q + 1 then clearly 
some element of a( 17) centralizes some element of Q#, a contradiction as 
before. Thus O,,,,(M) = O,(M), and we deduce that O,,,,(M)/O,(M) 
has at least 2 components. But then again some nonidentity 3-element of 
O,,.,(M) centralizes an element of a(17), which contradiction proves the 
lemma. 
For the remainder of this section we fix the following notation: M is as 
before, and F = O,(M). T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, V : Q,(R,(F)), 
and V* = V(ccl,(V); T). By Lemma 2.8, T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
For the definition and elementary properties of R,(F) we refer the reader 
to [17, Sect. 5.21. Our arguments are based on those of [17, Lemmas 13.6 
13.191. For the sake of brevity we will quote verbatim from these results 
wherever possible. That our present task is easier than that of [ 171 is because 
of the next easy result. 
LEMMA 2. lo. The following hold: 
(a) m(V)>8 
(b) If  V,, < V satisjies / V: VO 1 < 2’ then C( V,) :< M. 
Proof. Suppose that m(V) < 7. Since the order of 2 (modulo 17) is 8 
it follows that a full Sylow 17-subgroup of M centralizes V. But Qr(Z( T)) :< V 
so if z E G,(Z( T))# we get / G: C(z)1 a power of 3, against Proposition O(d). 
So (a) holds. 
As for (b), let 1 r: V,, 1 < 2’. By (a) we have I/; + 1. Let E be an 
elementary subgroup of M of type (17, 17, 17). I f  [E, V] == 1 then (b) 
follows by uniqueness, so we may assume that [E, V] # 1. Then there 
is a hyperplane D < E satisfying [E, C,(D)] # 1, hence m(C,(D)) 3~ 8. 
As 1 V: I’” 1 .< 2’ we can choose 1 # u E C,(D) n V,, , in which case 
C( I’,) ss C(v) < M, the latter containment by uniqueness once more. 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.11. C(V) is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose false. By Lemma 2.9 it follows that C(V) contains a 
Sylow 3-subgroup R of M and that R z 2, . By the Frattini argument 
we have M = C(V) N,,(R). I f  N,,,(R) is a 17’-group then C(V) contains 
a Sylow I7-subgroup of G and we gain a contradiction as in Lemma 2.10. 
So if S is a Sylow 17-subgroup of N\,(R) then S f  1. Next we show that 
S is cyclic, so suppose false. If  5 contains an element of a( 17) then N(R) < ill 
by Lemma 2.6, so R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G and M = G, which is 
absurd. Consequently, if S is noncyclic and VE ca(S) then V# a( 17). In 
this case let K be a VR-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup of S(M). Then 
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V = Q,(C,( V)) so by the P x Q-lemma we get [R, K] = 1. As K contains 
elements of a(17) this is impossible. So we have proved that S is a non- 
identity cyclic group. 
Again let K be an KS-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup of S(M), so that 
S = C,(R), and let H = N,W(K). Since S Q: C(V) then S Q D(K), so 
if i? = H/O,,(H) a(K) then S f  1, S(H) is 17-closed with elementary 
Sylow 17-subgroup K, and 02(crjS(H)) E PSL,(l7). Moreover, we have -- -- 
K = SC,( I’) so that K = S x C,(V) and of course C,(V) (i H. But 
f7, = fir(R) acts faithfullv on some proper 2-subgroup of a, so as is well- L- _- 
known, we get C(R,) n C,( I’) # 1. But then Cn(R,) = C,(R,) has non- 
cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. This is false, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.12. One of the following holds: 
(4 W%(V)) = 1 
(b) C,%,(v) is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of G for each 
VE V”. 
Moreoaer, if E(A,( V)) # 1 then E(A,( V)) = F*(A,( V)). 
Proof. Observe that AC(V) is just the factor group M/C(V). Now if 
C(V) has noncyclic Sylow 17-subgroups then C(V) contains an element 
of a(17) and so (b) holds by uniqueness. Assuming that (b) fails, then, 
we find that C(V) has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. If  (a) also fails we easily 
find that a Sylow 3-subgroup of M centralizes an element of a(17) which 
is impossible. 
Finally, if ,!?(&(I/)) # 1 the argument of Lemma 2.11 shows that 
O,@,(V)) = 1. As M h as cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups and as I’ is 2-reducible 
in 1W then F(A,(V)) = 1, and all parts of the lemma are proved. 
LEMMA 2.13. V* < C( Q. 
Proof. Suppose that Lemma 2.12(a) fails. Then Lemma 2.12(b) must 
hold, and E(AG( V)) # 1. So A,(V) has 2-rank 2. 
Now choose 6 E G with I; -7’: I’!’ < T, and set W = Vg. Bv Lemma 
2.10(a) we get C,,( I/) $I 1, so if zu E C,( V)# we get V ~2 C(w) ::;. MQ 
by 2.12(b). Hence [V, W] < I/ n W. If V’ r\ W == 1 then [I’, W] = 1 
as required. Otherwise, we can choose v  E (V n W)#, in which case C,,,(p) :< 
Mg by 2.12(b). Another application of 2.12(b) yields M := M”, so I’ =: 5’9, 
contradiction. So the lemma holds as long as Lemma 2.12(b) holds. 
Suppose that Lemma 2.12(a) holds. Then the proof of [17, Lemma 13.71 
is applicable and the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.14. Suppose thatg E G and 1 VY: I/” n M 1 5; 25. Then 1’” ( M. 
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Proof. Let X = Vg f~ M, so that / Vg: X I < 2j, and suppose to begin 
with that / X: C,(V)/ < 22. Then we get 1 Vg: C,(V)] < 2i so by Lemma 
2.10(b) we get V < C(X) < AI”. Then Lemma 2.13 yields [V, T/Q] = 1, 
so VQ << C(V) < n/l, as required, 
Hence, we may assume that 1 X: C,(V)1 > 23, and so AG(V) has 2-rank 
at least 3. From Lemma 2.12 it follows that E(A,( V)) == 1. Now the proof 
of [17, Lemma 13.131 yields a contradiction, and the lemma is proved. 
We remark that since M has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups then m(O,,(A,( V)) > 2 
and so only a small portion of the proof of [17, Lemma 13.131 is actually 
needed. 
LEIVIM.~ 2.15. One of the following holds: 
(a) N(V*) < AZ 
(b) M = NM( V*) Iv,\,( V,,) where V, = Z( V,) and V, = (A / A < T, 
I V: Ag 1 < 2 for some g E G). 
Proof. Ry Lemma 2.13 and a Frattini argument we get M = C( V)N,( V*). 
Now suppose that (a) fails. Then N,%,(V*) cannot contain an element of 
a( 17), and so C(V) contains an element of a(17). Hence, each C,,(V) for 
ZJ E V# lies in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
To prove (b) it is enough to prove the factorization C(V) = (C(V) n 
N( V”))( C( V) l-l N( V,)). Now C( V) is solvable by Lemma 2.11, so C( V)T 
is solvable. Applying the argument of [ 17, Lemma 13.161 to C( V)T ae 
gain the required factorization, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.16. M is the unique maximal subgroup of G which contains T. 
Proof. The above lemmas (in particular, Lemma 2.14) together with 
the argument of [17, Lemma 13.181 h s ow that M contains every solvable 
subgroup of G which contains T. 
Now let L be a proper subgroup of G satisfying T <L 4: M, and choose 
L to have minimal order subject to this condition. Hence by the previous 
paragraph, we get that L is nonsolvable and S(L) < M. Now lk’ is the 
unique conjugate of M which contains T, so by Lemma 2.6 L contains 
no element of a( 17), and in particular L has 17-rank at most 2. As S(L) < M 
then S(L) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups by Lemma 2.9. Now letz = L/O,(L). 
From the above facts we deduce that E(L) # 1, and that O,.,(L) Q M. 
Hence by minimality, we get L = O&L)T, so z has 2-rank 2. 
r\;ow set V, = V(ccl,( V); L) c/L, and let g E G with VO <L. From 
the above we get / Vg: V” n O,(L)1 < 2”, so ] I/g: I/g n M 1 < 24 and 
P’s < M by Lemma 2.14. Hence, we get 1/2 --_ V* <I L, so that N( V*) Q: Al. 
As we have seen before, this implies that N,,(V*) contains no element of 
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a(17), so by Lemma 2.15(b) NM(V,J contains an element of a( 17) so that 
N(V,) < M. Since L Q: M then V,, Q: L, so V, Q O,(L), so there is a 
subgroup A satisfying A < T, A Qr O,(L), 1 V: A9 1 < 2 for some g E G. 
Let Va = V(ccl,(A); L) CJ L. The above argument yields V, < M, so 
Va < O,(L) against the existence of A. The lemma is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Hypothesis 2.2 is not satisJied. 
Proof. The argument of [17, Lemma 3.191 provides a proof as long as 
we verify that V is contained in a unique maximal subgroup of G. So choose 
a proper subgroup L of G of minimal order subject to V < L Q: M. If  L 
is solvable the argument of [17, Lemma 13.191 yields a contradiction. If  
L is nonsolvable the argument of Lemma 2.16 goes through. The proof is 
complete. 
We record some useful consequences of Proposition 2.2. First we have 
LEMMA 2.17. Every proper subgroup of G has at most 2 nonsolvable 
composition factors. 
Proof. Otherwise there is a subgroup H < G such that H/S(H) is a 
product of 3 copies of PSLa(17). Choose a %-subgroup F of H as follows: 
if S(H) has even order let F be a Sylow a-subgroup of S(H). Otherwise, 
choose F so that it is incident with a Sylow 2-subgroup of some component 
of H/S(H). In either case we get F If 1 and N,(F) contains an element 
of a(l7), against Proposition 2.2. The lemma is proved. 
As in [17] we define, for each integer k >, 0, ulz to be the set of odd primes 
p E r(G) such that G has 2-local p-rank exactly Iz. So Proposition 2.2 can 
be reformulated as follows: 17 E u,, U ur U u2 . We now have 
LEMMA 2.18. Exactly one of the following holds: 
(a) 17 Eur. 
(b) 17Eu,and 17Er,. 
Proof. By Proposition O(b) we have o0 = @, so if (a) fails then we 
certainly have 17 E oz , so it remains to show that 17 E ma in this case. 
Let P be a Sylow 17-subgroup of G and choose C’ E G,(P) such that 
M( V; 2) # (1). By Proposition 2.2 we have P $ a( 17), so V satisfies Hypothesis 
2.1(a), so a standard argument and Lemma 2.1 yield that O,,(C( V)) is 
transitive on kl*( V, v; 2) for each v  E I’+. Another standard argument 
yields the desired result. 
LEMMA 2.19. Every local subgroup of G has at most one nonsolvable 
composition factor. 
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Proof. Otherwise, G has a proper subgroup H such that S(H) # 1 
and H/S(H) z PSL,(l7) x P&5,(17). We will show that this leads to a 
contradiction, so suppose that 17 j j S(H)\ to begin with. A simple argument 
shows in this case that there is an involution x E H such that C,(X) contains 
an element of a(17), against Proposition 2.2. So we can assume that S(H) = 
O,,(N). Hence, a Sylow 17-subgroup P of H is elementary of order 172. 
Case I. P E a(l7). By Proposition 2.2 we get S(H) = O,(H), and 
there is an element x E H of order 17 such that C,(x) contains a four-group I? 
Set C = Co(x). Since C has 17-rank at least 3 we get from Proposition 2.2 
that O,,(C) has odd order and also that C is 17-constrained, so there is 
a V-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup K of O,,,,,,(C) on which V acts faithfully. 
By [17, Lemma 5.341 there is then an involution ZI E V# such that C,(U) 
contains an element of a(17), against Proposition 2.2. 
Case 2. P $ ~(17). In this case choose a prime I E (2,3) such that 
Y 1 j S(H)l, and let R be a P-invariant Sylow r-subgroup of S(H). Since P 
satisfies Hypothesis 2.1(a) then Lemma 2.1 allows us to assume without 
loss that R E M,*(P; r). We will show that in fact P is a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of G, which contradicts Proposition 00. 
Set N = N,(R). The argument of the first paragraph yields S(N) = 
O,,(N), then by Proposition 2.2 we find that P is a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of N. The argument to follow is the same as that of Lemma 2.18, namely 
we show that O,,(C(P)) is transitive on &*(P, X; Y) for ail x E Pg. Now 
suppose that P is contained properly in a Sylow 17-subgroup P* of G, 
so that N,,(P) acts on &*(P, z; Y) whenever z E 2s; so if R E I&*(P, x; r) 
for some such z we get by transitivity that 1 M,*(P, z; Y)] is a 17’-number 
and hence that 1 N(R)jl, 2 1 N,,(P)] > j P 1, contradiction. Hence, we 
may assume that C,(z) = 1 for z E 2”. Thus Z(P*) is cyclic. 
Next, suppose that there are elements X, y  E P# with (x) # (y) and 
R E S*(P, x; r) n M*(P,y; r). By transitivity we get kI*(P, x; r) = 
M*(P, y; Y). But P* is nonabelian, so there is a E N,,(P) - P with (x1> = 
(y)“. This means that a fixes the set kI*(P, x; Y) and hence fixes at least 
one of its elements. So 1 N(R)J17 > / P(a)1 > / P 1, a contradiction. So 
we may assume that there are no candiates for x and y. From this it follows 
that some subgroup P, of P of order 17 centralizes R. Observe, since 2-locals 
are 2-constrained, that this forces Y = 3. 
From the above, it follows that F*(N) = R x E(N) with E(N) G 
PSL,(17), and N{F*(N) z PSL,(17). Moreover, we get that Z is weakly 
closed in P. But there are visibly only two candidates for 2 (since N,(P) 
contains a four-group), namely either P, or a second subgroup PI, say, 
where PI Q F*(N) and C,(P,) is nonsolvable. As C,(Z) = 1 we get PI =: Z. 
So C(Z) is nonsolvable. Since 17 E xz by Lemma 2.18(b) and P* < C(Z) 
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it follows that P* is abelian. But then P* < C(P,J and since R < C(P,,) 
we easily see that R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,(C). But then this gives 
IP * ( = / N(R)l,, : 1 P I, contradiction. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
3. THE LARGE ~-LOCAL ~-RANK CASE 
In this section we will carry out an analysis of the 3-structure of G in a 
way entirely analogous to that of Section 2. As before, we start by proving 
some uniqueness theorems for the prime 3. We make one remark before 
starting the analysis: it is easy to check that there is an involution x E 
PGL,( 17) - PSL,( 17) such that x centralizes a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
PSL,(17). Thus, in the terminology of [7], this implies that PSL,(l7) is 
not locally l-balanced for the prime 3. It is for this reason that we delayed 
the construction of the relevant signalizer functors until Proposition 2.2 
was available. 
We start with 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be a -j2, 3, 17}-group such that every simple section 
of X is isomorphic to PSL,(17), and suppose that X has at most 2 nonsolvable 
composition factors. Then for any maximal abelian 3-subgroup A of X we haae 
@MA; 3')) = WX) OdCx(4). 
Proof. Let C 2: C,(A). We may assume inductively that O,(X) -- 1 and 
try to prove that (II,(A; 3’)) x O,,(C). Choose 1 f  Q EI?I(A; 3’). AS 
C _ A >: O,,(C) then a standard application of the P x Q-lemma yields 
[Q, O,(X)] =: 1, so E = E(X) # 1. By hypothesis, E has at most 2 com- 
ponents so A fixes each component. It follows that A,, = A n E is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of E. Then [Q, A,] < [Q n E, A,] == 1. Moreover, we have 
A = A, x C,(E). We hence get [Q, A] = [Q, C,(E)] < Q n C(E) 1-1 1, 
so Q < C and hence Q :< O,(C) as required. 
Remarks. (a) Lemma 3.1 is applicable to every proper subgroup of a 
minimal counterexample to the main theorem by Lemma 2.17. 
(b) Lemma 3.1 is false if we only choose A to be a maximal elementary 
abelian 3-group. 
Now let G again be a minimal counterexample to the main theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a maximal abelian 3-subgroup of G with A, = S;),(A). 
I f  Q E &(A; 3’) then we have Q < (O,,(C(a)) 1 a t A”#) O,,(C(A)). 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1 and remark (a) 
above. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A and A,, be as in Lemma 3.2 and assume that m(A) ]> 3. 
Then 
W, = (&(A; 3’)) = (O,,(C(a)) j a E A,#) O&C(A)) 
is a solvable 3’-group. 
Proof. One containment follows from Lemma 3.2, so we only need show 
that (O,(C(a)) 1 a E Ao#) O,,(C(A)) . is a solvable 3’-group. Set C == C(A), 
and for each a E A,,# define B(C(a)) = O,(C(a)) O,,(C). Since m(A) 2 3 
by hypothesis, we are reduced to showing (as a consequence of the 
Glauberman-Goldschmidt signalizer functor theorem [4]) that 8 is a solvable 
A,-signalizer functor. Let a, b E A ,,#. So we need to show that e(C(a)) n 
C(b) < B(C(b)), that is O,(C(a)) O,(C) n C(b) < O,,(C(a)) O,,(C). 
Now we have O&C(a)) O,(C) n C(b) < O,$C)(O,,(C(u)) n C(b)) by 
the Dedekind modular law, so we need only prove that O,(C(a)) n C(b) < 
O&C(b)) O,,(C). Th is is a consequence of Lemma 3.2, so Lemma 3.3 is 
proved. 
We now operate under 
HYPOTHESIS 3.1. G has 2-local3-rank at least 3. 
LEMMA 3.4. If R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G then Ho(R; 2) + (1). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 we only need show that there is a maximal abelian 
3-group A such that m(A) > 3 and &(A; 2) # {I}. Now by hypothesis 
G contains an elementary 3-subgroup E such that m(E) >, 3 and kI,(E; 2) # 
(1). We may assume without loss that E has maximal rank subject to lying 
in a 2-local subgroup of G. It will be convenient to denote by X the set of 
all elementary 3-subgroups of G of maximal rank subject to lying in a 2-local 
subgroup of G. Thus E E X. We set d := m(E). 
Case 1. C,(e) is 3-constrained for each e E E# and each E E X. In this 
case [12, Theorem D] ( or, more exactly, the proof of Theorem D) yields 
the desired result. 
Case 2. There is E E X and e E E# with C(e) not 3-constrained. Here, 
we choose E E X and e E E+ with C(e) not 3-constrained. By Lemma 2.10 
C = C(e) has exactly one component, so there is a hyperplane F of E with the 
property that O,,,,(C( f))/O,,(C( f )) is incident with O,,,,(C)/O,,(C) for 
each f E F+. 
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Now choose T E M,*(E; 2). As m(F) 3 2 and E is faithful on T there 
is a hyperplane D of F such that [C,(D),F] f  I. IVe set L -7 C,(D), 
T, = C,(D), L : L/O,,(L). I f  O,,(L) h as even order then, since L certainly 
contains a maximal abelian 3-group of G of rank at least 3, we are done 
as explained above. We will therefore be content with proving that T,, < 
O,(L). Now we certainly have [F, E(L)] .m~~ I, so also [T,, , E(t)] = 1 by 
the 3-subgroup lemma. Moreover, since E(L) contains a subgroup isomorphic 
to A, we see by definition of d that F is a maximal elementary 3-subgroup 
of C&E(L)). \F’e deduce from this that [?‘, , Q,(C(F) n O,(E))] $:. [T,, , F] n 
O,(L) = I, so [T,, , O,(L)] == I by the P x Q-lemma, so [T,, , F*(L)] = 1, 
so T,, : 1, so T, .< O,,(L) as required. The lemma is proved. 
We are now in a position to prove our uniqueness theorems. ilie subdivide 
our analysis into two parts corresponding to the two cases treated in 
Lemma 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 3. I. Suppose that C,(e) is 3-constrained whenever e E E+ 
and E E EJG; 3). Then every element of a(3) lies in a unique maximal subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 2.1 and 
Lemma 2.6 and is quite standard, so WC shall only sketch the details. We 
let W .mm= (M,(R; 3’)) where R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. By Lemma 3.4 
we have ?I’ ={ 1, so ill 1~: N(W) < G. We show that each element of a(R) 
is contained uniquely in M. By Lemma 3.3 we have I$’ = (M,(.li; 3’)) 
for every maximal abelian 3-subgroup of G contained in M. Then the 
connectedness argument of Lemma 2.3(b) yields that W :== (O,(C(c)) / 
u E V#) whenever I/E a(R). This follows from Lemma 3.3 since, with 
the notation of that lemma, the assumptions of the present proposition 
actually yield III/< --_ WA, = (Of(C(a)) 1 a E A,+) :- W. So we get N(V) &I 
A’ for all V E a(R). Th e p roof of Lemma 2.4 now yields that every element 
of EJR) lies in a unique maximal subgroup, and the proof of Lemma 2.6 
yields the desired conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that C,(e) is not 3-constrained for some e E E* 
and E E EJG; 3). Then every element of a(3) I’ zes in a unique maximal subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. We let E be an elementary abelian 3-subgroup of maximal rank 
such that C(e) is not 3-constrained for some e E E”. By Lemma 2.21 there 
is a hyperplane F of E such that C(F) 1s not 3-constrained. This time we 
define W = (O,(C(f)) / f  EF+), M = N(W), and proceed to show that 
M is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing any element of a(3) 
contained in 112, and that 113 contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. \\re remark 
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that it is not necessarily the case that W = (kI,(R; 3’)) for R a Sylow 
3-subgroup of G containing E. On the other hand we have W < (M&R; 
3’)) = W, by Lemma 3.3, where R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G containing 
an abelian subgroup A with E = &(A). We fix this last notation for the 
remainder of the proof. 
Next we show that TV has even order, and in particular that M < G. 
By Lemma 3.4 we have that 1 W, i is even, so let T be an A-invariant Sylow 
2-subgroup of W, . By 2-constraint of 2-locals A is represented faithfully 
on T so there is an elementfEF* such that [C,(f), A] -f 1. Set C = C(f), 
C = C/O,(C), To = C,(f), B = E(C), By-Lemma 2.10, KG PSL,(l7), 
so maximality of A forces A -= C,(R) x (A n K) and A n K is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of K. Also F is a maximal elementary 3-subgroup of Cc(K), so 
the P x Q-lemma yields [T,, , O,(C)] = I. As [Ta , A n x] < R n T,, == 1, 
it follows that 1 T0 1 < 2. Since 1 C,(f)1 > 4 then C,(f) n O,,(C) + 1, 
so indeed O,(C) has even order. 
Now by definition, we get N(F) < M. Since iV(F) is not 3-constrained 
then ild is not 3-constrained. Now let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup of M which 
contains A, and assume without loss that P < R. Let AT == M/O,(M). 
Since E(a) f  1 then E(M) r P&5,( 17) by Lemma 2.19 so p = Cp(E(M)) x 
(P n Ici’) with p n ii? g 2, a Sylow 3-subgroup of E(m). \Ve set P -= 
PI x Pz where C,Jx) is nonsolvable for each x: E PI* and P, covers a Sylow 
3-subgroup of O,~,E(M)/O,(M). 
Next, let y  E P+. We will show that C,(y) is non-3-constrained if, and 
only if, y  E PI”. Now F < PI . By the maximality of m(E) subject to having 
a nonidentity element with nonconstrained centralizer, it follows that F 
contains an element z E Ql(Z(P,))*. Th us C,(z) is also non-3-constrained, 
so by Lemma 2.19 O,,,,(C(z))/O,(C(z)) is incident with O,~,,(M)/O,~(M). 
We deduce that C,(V) is non-3-constrained whenever .z E VE c2(Pl), so 
C,(V) is non-3-constrained whenever a E PI+. On the other hand choose 
any y  E P - PI and suppose that C = C(y) is not 3-constrained. As 
m(Pl) > 2 then C contains an element V E c&PI), so we can choose z E V+!’ 
such that v  centralizes O,,,,(C)/O,(C). Hence, O,,,,/O,(C) is incident with 
O,,,,(M)/O,(M) by Lemma 2.19. But y  does not centralize O,,,,(~~,~)/O,,(;Z~), 
a contradiction. So indeed y  E P” satisfies C(y) non-3-constrained precisely 
when y  E PI”, and moreover 0 S,,E(M)/03(M) is incident with O,,,,(C(y))/ 
O,(C(y)) in this case. 
As an immediate consequence of this we get that C,(V) < O,(C(v)) 
whenever ‘u E V+, V E E,(F) and so W = (O,(C(v)) 1 v  E V#) and N( I’) < M 
for each V E c%(F). IVe also get I/v, = (O,(C(zr)) / 2’ E V+) O,,(C(/i)), so 
as C(A) ;i’ C(F) < M then W, < M. 
Case 1. m(F) GZ 3. Here we use another connectedness argument to 
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show that N(V) .<, M for each 1. E a(Pr). This will follow from the fact 
that W = (O,(C(v)) j v  E I’#) for each V E a(Pr), and this latter fact is a 
straightforward consequence of the previous two paragraphs. 
Notice that this implies that M contains a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. For 
N(P) acts on the set {B j B E Ed and C(B) is non-3-constrained); this set 
coincides with (B / BE cB(P1)} and W = (O,(C(b)) / b E B#> for each 
B E ca(Pr), and hence N(P) < N(W) ~= M. 
Now suppose that V E cz(P1) and I’ $ a(Pr). We show next that N(V) :s M, 
which again will follow from the equality W :_ (O,,(C(a)) / z’ E V+>. Set 
I’, 2-z V x P, and Z = .0,(Z(P)) < V, and suppose that Q E I?I,(V, ; 3’). 
Then Q = (C,(z) j z E Z+‘). I f  z E (Pi n Z)+ then C(z) is not 3-constrained 
and O,,,,(M) covers O,,,,(C(x))/O,(C(z)). I f  C - C(z) and C = C/O,(C) -- 
we see that [C,(z), O,(C)] 2~ 1 by the P x Q-lemma. As O,(C) contains 
an element of a(pi) and as O,(C) < (II,(P; 3’)) T’: M then C,(z) < M. 
If  z t Z - PI then C = C(x) is 3-constrained so if P3 is a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of O,,,,(C) contained in P then P, =~ (P, n P,) x P, Set C 1 C/O,(C). __- 
Note that P, n P, (1 2‘ as P, n PI consists precisely of the elements of PRf, 
together with 1, which have non-3-constrained centralizers. Applving the -_ _~ LA 
P x Q-lemma to (P, n P) V C,(z) gives [P, , C,(z)] == 1, so C,(z) =m 1, 
so C,(z) < O,(C). So we have shown that C,(z) < M for each x E Z+, 
and so @I,( V, ; 3’)) < M. In particular, we get that (O,(C(zl)) / 21 E V*> ec 
M, and it follows that in fact IV :mm (O,(C(v)) ! u E V+> as required. So 
N(V) s; M for all 1; E +(P,). 
Next we show that every element of E.JPJ lies in a unique maximal 
subgroup of G, so if not choose a proper subgroup L of G satisfying D < 
L Q M where D E tg(PI), and maximize /L n n2 I3 with D s S a Sylow 
3-subgroup of L n M. We can assume that S 5s P, and we get that S is a 
Sy10w 3-subgroup of L. Now O,,(L) = (C(D,,) n O&5) j D, E c2(D)), so 
O,,(L) < nf. Al so some hyperplane of D centralizes O,,,,(L)/O,(L), so 
O,,.,(L) < n)z. SO if S,, == L ‘S n O,,,,,(L) then L = O,,,,(L) NL(S,,) and 
NG(S,) 4: M. Note that S is a Sylow 3-subgroup of N(S,,). Let Sr := 
O,j,,(AT(S,,)) n S. If m(S,) = 2 then sZ,(S,) --m Q,(Z(P)), in which case 
S < C(,9,(S,)) n N(S,,). But C(Qn,(S,)) is a 3-group, and hence S = S, 
has rank 2, contradiction. So m(S,) 3 3, so S, contains elements of cz(P1), 
SO N(S,) fixes the set {B / B < S, and B E c2(PI)}, so N(S,) < AT, and wc 
obtain AT(&) < ild which is the desired contradiction, 
Now let x E PI+ with C =: C,(X). We next show that C < M. Let Z = 
Q,(Z(P)) as before. Then Z < C and C(z) < M for each .z E Z” by the 
last paragraph. It follows that O,,,,(C) < M. But O,,,,(n/r) covers 
O,,,,(C)/O,,(C), so the Frattini argument gives C = O,,.,(C) N&P,) < 11 
as required. 
Kow choose any V t cz(Pl), and suppose there is V < L < G with 
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L < M and choose L to maximize 1 L n ill Ia. We can assume that J’ -g 
S < P with S a Sylow 3-subgroup of L n M. Then S is a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of L. By the last paragraph we get O,,,,(L) < M, so if S,, = S n O,,,,,(L) 
then NL(S,,) and even NG(S,,) $ M. Let S, = S n O,,,,(N(S,)) so that 
S, = (S, n PJ x P, . As usual, S, r\ PI d N(Sr) and we get N(S,) < ill, 
so N(S,) < M, contradiction. 
Finally, choose any V E +(P). I f  V <L < G then O,,,,(L) < M by 
the last paragraph, and we get L < M as above. This finally completes 
the proof of Proposition 3.2 in Case 1. 
Case 2. m(F) = 2. In this case we get by definition of m(E) (=m(F) + I), 
that m(PJ = 2. It follows easily in this case that w 2; (O,(C(v)) 1 z’ E Jf*> 
whenever V E I. As in Case 1 we get that every element of &I,( V x Pz ,3’) 
lies in M, so in fact W = (O,,(C(v)) j 21 E V#) and N(V) < 122 for each 
v  E q(P1). 
Finally, arguments entirely analogous to those of Case 1 now give us 
the following: C(X) < M for all x E PI*; each element of e&PI) lies in a 
unique maximal subgroup of G; each element of et(P) lies in a unique 
maximal subgroup of G. We leave the easy details to the reader. The proof 
of Proposition 3.2 is complete. 
We now establish some more notation. We let M be the unique maximal 
subgroup of G containing the Sylow 3-subgroup R of G. So by Propositions 
3.1 and 3.2 M is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing any element 
of a(R). Now M was defined to be N(W) where W is as in Proposition 3.1 
or 3.2. In either case W has even order, so M is a 2-local subgroup of G 
by the argument of Lemma 2.7. We set F = O,(M), V = &(R,(F)). Let 
T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, with V* = V(ccl,(V); T). 
LEMMA 3.5. M contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing T. We must show 
that T = S. 
Suppose first of all that C(V) has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. Then 
C(V) contains an element of a(3) so C,(v) < M for all 2, E V# by Proposi- 
tions 3.1 and 3.2. As Q,(Z(S)) < V we get S < M as required. Hence, 
we may assume that C(V) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Suppose that F*(A,(V)) = F(A,( V)). Then the argument of [17, 
Lemma 13.71 yields I/* < C(V). In this case N,,(V*) contains an element 
of a(3), so NG( V*) < M, so N,(T) < N( V*) < M, so S = T as required. 
Hence, we may assume that E(A,( V)) g PSL,( 17). From Lemma 2.19 
we deduce that C(V) is solvable. 
Suppose that C(V) has a nonidentity Sylow 17-subgroup K,, . From 
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Lemma 2.18 it follows that K, is cyclic. I f  we define the subgroup L via 
C(V) < L and L/C(V) = E(A,(V)) we see that a Sylow 17-subgroup K 
of L is abelian of rank 2 and that K centralizes an element of a(3). By 
uniqueness and Lemma 2.18(b) it follows that M contains a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of G. As Hall 2’-subgroups of C(V) are cyclic it follows that 
1 G: C(K,)I is a power of 2, against Proposition O(d). So C(V) is a 
17’-group. 
With L as above, we get that a Sylow 17-subgroup K, of L has order 17. 
Uniqueness yields C(K,) < M, so by Lemma 2.18 the Sylow 17-subgroups 
of M are abelian of rank 2. If  O,,(A,(V)) + 1 the argument of the last 
paragraph yields a contradiction, so we may assume that O,,(A,(V)) = 1. 
Let K = K, x Kl be a Sylow 17-subgroup of M, so that Kl acts faithfully 
on Q&%(W 
Observe next that C(V) = F =: O,(M); for otherwise C( I’) has a non- 
identity cyclic Sylow 3-subgroup P, and we may assume that [Kl , P] _ 1. 
We quickly deduce from this and Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 that M contains 
a Sylow 17-subgroup of G, in which case 1 G: C(P)1 is a power of 2, against 
Proposition O(d). 
Now set K, =: Q,(K,,), where without loss we have taken K,, =- K n S(M) 
to be a Sylow 17-subgroup of S(M). Thus 52,(K) =-. K, x K, . \Ve dis- 
tinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. C(K,) n O,(A,( I’)) = 1. Let d be the maximum of the ranks 
of the elementary abelian subgroups of T, with JJT) == (A / A < T, 
A is elementary, and m(A) = d). I f  j,(T) < F we get S = T, so wc may 
assume that JJT) 4 F. Similarly, we get S -L T if J,(T) < O,(S(M)T) 
so we may assume that there is an elementary abelian subgroup A < T 
with m(A) = d and A 4 O,(S(M)T). 
Let CJ = S(M)T. Then U has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups, hence it has a 
17-length one. Because we are in Case I, a standard argument yields that 
U/O,(U) is 3-closed, and that if c ~: u/O,,,(U) then O,,,,( 0) :~= O,,( 0) x 
O,( 0) and o/O,.,,( 0) is cyclic. In particular, 1 A: /i n O,,,,( o)I .< 2. 
Suppose to begin with that a n O,,,,( 0) f  1, and choose a E A+ with 
as0 2,3,2,1,(U) - O,(U). We may assume that a E B where A n 0,,,,2,,,(U) =~- 
B x (A n O,(U)). Let iir = U/O,(U), with I@ a minimal K,, x B-invariant 
subgroup of O,(U) subject to [IV, a] # 1. Then n inverts W and as 
C&K,) = 1 then w is elementary abelian. Moreover a hyperplane of B 
centralizes W. Let W(, == WBK, , so that (K, , a) covers IVO/O,,,(ll’,J. 
AS IA:AnO a.3,z,17(U)l < 2 then a centralizes a subgroup of 2 == 
Q,(Z(O,( W,))) of index at most 4. We deduce from this that ( Z: C,(-J)I < 16 
for every element z’ E Wof order 3. Consequently, we get m(W) s< 2. But then 
[& , W] :- 1, contradiction. So we have shown that A n O,.,,(c) -~~ 1. 
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As A 4: O,(U) it follows that 1 A: A n O,(U); = 2, and if a E il ~- O,( CT) 
then a # %,,du). H ence, a induces an involutorial automorphism of k, . 
I f  Z == Q,(Z(F)) then ] Z: Cz(a)] < 2, so we get [Ka , Z] = I. The thrce- 
subgroup lemma yields a Sylow 3-subgroup of W which centralizes Z. 
As such as Sylow 3-subgroup has rank at least 16 and since Q(Z(S)) .l. Z 
we get S :< C(Z(S)) 5: M by uniqueness, as desired. This completes the 
analysis of Case 1. 
case 2. C(K,) A O&4,( 1:)) 9’ 1. In this case we get that K2 centralizes 
an element of a(3), so C(K,) < jd by uniqueness, so K is a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of G. But now I’ certainly contains a central involution z of S, 
so as G = iWS, we get nSEC Mg = nsB, MS 2. (z:, against the simplicity 
of G. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. M has cyclic Sytow 1 l-subgroups. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then M has noncyclic Sylow 17-subgroups, so 
17 E *a by Lemma 2.18, so M contains a 17-element x ii- 1 such that x E Z(K) 
for some Sylow 17-subgroup K of G. But then &EC; il.fY fiA.&. !lfh I‘- .\’ .) 
contradiction. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.7. V* -< C(V). 
Proof. Suppose first of all that E(AcJ I.)) = 1. Then Lemma 3.7 follows 
from the proof of the corresponding [17, Lemma 13.71. Hence WC may 
assume that E(A,(V)) + 1. By Lemma 3.6, M has cyclic Sylow 17-sub- 
groups and so also O,(A,( V)) . is c c ic. y  1 We deduce that Ao( V) has 2-rank 
at most 3, and that C,\,(V) contains an element of n(3) for all ‘L’ E 1 TY. Observe 
also that WZ( V) > 8: this follows as a I7-element of &A,( I,‘)) is faithful on I _. 
Now let g E G with Vo = W < T. By the above remarks we get 
IVn C( I’) :+= 1, so if 1 + w E W n C( I’) then V S: C(W) < Mrr. So we 
get [V, IV] < I,’ n IV. If  V n IV = I then [I’, W] == 1 as desired, so we 
may assume that there is 1 # z’ t CT n IV. In this case C(V) is contained 
uniquely in both M and MQ, so M = MO and F” 7. IV = V. The lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that E(A,( V)) # I. Ifg E G and 1 I,‘“: c’g n 114 1 .-E 2& 
then V” s: M. 
Proof. As E(A,( V)) f  I then M is nonsolvable, and a Sylow 17-sub- 
group K of M has order 17 by Lemma 3.6. Moreover C,,,,(K) has cyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups. This latter fact forces 0,(&(V)) = F(A,( V)) to be 
cyclic, so A,( I’) has 2-rank at most 3 and moreover C( I’) contains an element 
of a(3). Thus C(v) < M for all v  E Vs. 
48d4=‘/2-3 
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Now suppose that 1 I-c’: I?’ n M 1 ‘:; 2l. As C( I--) is a 17’-group then 
K is faithful on I/, so I V 1 >? 2s. Thus 1 V’“: V” n AZ 1 :< 2” forces 
1 1-g n 113 : . 23, which in turn forces li” n C(V) f 1. So if 1 + ZL E 
VY n C( I/‘) we get P’ :< C(U) .< Mg, so by Lemma 3.7 we get Fg :g C(V) < M 
as required. 
LERIMA 3.9. One of the following holds: 
(a) ! V -< 4. 
(b) IfgEGand: Vy: If~ndf 2 then l,I!’ < M. 
Proof. Suppose to begin with that E(&.( V)) f  I. Then (b) holds by 
Lemma 3.8. So we may assume that E(3,( V)) z 1. 
Now the proof of [17, Lemma 13.131 h s ows that either (b) holds, or else 
1 l,- i mP 21 and AG( CT;) contains a subgroup of index at most 2 isomorphic 
to .X, Y Z, . Thompson eliminates this latter possibility in [l7, Lemmas 
13. I4 and 13.151. We can repeat these arguments in the present case as 
long as we verify that C(E) is solvable for “v’ E 1’“. We proceed to show that 
this is the case. Now as / V 1 == 16 and Zs x Za G &(V) we easily see that 
M must he solvable, so if C(z) -y< M we are done. Suppose z’ t k’“, C(z) Q M, 
and C(zs) is nonsolvable. Let L ~~ C(c). 
As &( C-) has 3-rank 2 then C( C-) h as nonidentity Splow 3-subgroups. 
Moreover, we see that if C(V) Q: ICI then v  is contained in the center of 
some Sylow 2-subgroup T of M. So L contains a Hall (2, 3}-subgroup H 
of C( V)T and T 5j H. However, if L is nonsolvable it must have cyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups, so T is a maximal (2, 3}-subgroup of L. This contradicts 
the existence of H, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.10. One of the following holds: 
(a) I I,’ I < 4. 
(b) X<;( k’*) .,I M. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) and (b) fail. U I ow by Lemma 3.7 and a Frattini 
argument we have M = C(V) N,,( V*). As (b) fails then C(V) contains and 
element of a(3), so C(v) <I M for each z t Vs. 
Now if 1W is solvable then the proof is the same as [17, Lemma 13.161, 
so we can assume that M is nonsolvable. In this case, M has a Sylow 17- 
subgroup K of order 17 by Lemma 3.6 and moreover C,(K) has cyclic 
Sylow 3-subgroups. Thus O,,,(M) has 3- rank at least 3. Now we can apply 
the argument of [ 17, Lemma 13.161, using Lemma 3.9, to the group O,,,(M)T 
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to obtain that N(V,,) n O,,(nf)T contains an element of a(3). Thus 
N(V,,) < M by uniqueness, and so (c) holds. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.11. One of the following holds: 
(a) I V I < 4. 
(b) T lies in a unique maximal subgroup of G. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) fails. Then either (b) or (c) of Lemma 3.10 
holds. U’ith the preceding lemmas at our disposal, the proof of [17, Lemma 
13.181 shows that every solvable subgroup of G which contains T is contained 
in Ill. 
Choose a proper subgroup I, of G minimal subject to 1’ <L Q Jf. 
By the previous paragraph, L is not solvable whilst S(L) < AZ. iXonr M 
is the only conjugate of n/r which contains T, so if L contains an element 
of a(3) we get L < M, contradiction. Thus L contains no element of a(3) 
and so has 3-rank at most 2. As T < L and 2 E rJ then O,(L) ; 1, SO L 
has 17-rank at most 2 by Lemma 2.18. From these observations we deduce 
that O,,,(L) f  O,(L) and that O,,,(L) < Ail. Minimality of L forces 
L = O,,,(L)T. 
Suppose first that Lemma 3.10(b) holds. Then V” + L, so I:‘- :cE O,(L), 
so we can choose g E G such that Vg < T, Vu Q O,(L). Set W = V”. 
I f  1 W: O,(L)/ = 2 then any involution zu E W - O*(L) must invert an 
element x of L of order 3 by the structure of PGL,(l7). IVe have (W n 
O,(L))” :< O,(L) and so I Wx: Wz n M I = 2. By Lemma 3.9 we have 
TV < M, so x E (W, Wx) < M, so L = (T, x) < M, contradiction. So 
we may assume that 1 W: O,(L)/ >, 4. As L/O,(L) has 2-rank 2 then 
1 IE O,(L)] = 4. Suppose that W < O,,,(L). Then L/O,(L) g PGL,(l7) 
and by the structure of this group, WO,(L)/O,(L) normalizes a subgroup 
of L/O,(L) of order 3. Th us the previous argument yields a contradiction 
in this case. Hence we may assume that W < O,,,(L), so that W02(L)/0,(L) 
is a four-group of O,,,(L)/O,(L) z PSL,(I7). 
Now PSL,(l7) has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order ‘16 and one 
class of involutions. So there is a Sylow 2-subgroup U of O,,,(L) with 
I/’ n T == O,(L) Wand asubgroup X of U with ! U: X / = 2, X/O,(L) g Z8. 
Moreover there is a hyperplane W,, of W such that U normalizes WOO,(L). 
Let x E X generate X/O,(L). Then 1 Wx: TV n M / < 2 by Lemma 3.9, 
so (W, Wx) -< 1cf. But there is u: E W - W, such that w inverts 
<x) O,(L)/O,(L), so w x w = x-If for some f E O,(L). But x-rw x u: E 
(W, Wx) < M, SO X-YE M, SO x+ E M. But then (U n T)/O,(L) > 
lx”, W> O&)/O,(L) ES 4. This is a contradiction. So the lemma holds 
if (b) of Lemma 3.10 holds. 
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So WC‘ may assume that Lemma 3. IO(c) holds, and that Lemma 3.10(b) 
fails. This latter fact and the equality ‘11 -= C(V) Nhl( v*) forces C( C’) 
to contain an clement of a(3), so C(v) :\I for all v  E k-“. \Pc easily obtain 
from this that CT!’ < M whenever g E G and V’g n il =/ 1 (c.f. [17, Lemma 
13.171). Finally, as 3.10(c) holds and I, <F: M then C; -?: O,(L) where I -, 
is as in Lemma 3.10. So there is g t G and -4 c: T such that L-1 < O,(L) 
and 1 ‘: .-I’{ . . . 2. Now 1 C- , 8 by assumption. Since L/O,(L) has 2-rank 2 
the same method as used in the previous paragraph again suffices to yield 
a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. I I. 
LEaInIA 3.12. j V 1 : ; 4. 
Proof. \Ve cannot have I. ~ ~~ 2 by Proposition O(d), so if the lemma 
is false then l-1 .; 8 , so part (b) of Lemma 3. I I holds. 
Now to prove Lemma 3.12 we only need show, as in [ 17, Lemma 13.191, 
that I. lies in a unique maximal subgroup of G, so suppose that L is a proper 
subgroup of G with E c: I, +Y M, / L iz maximal, and L j minimal subject 
to this condition. If  L is solvable the proof is the same as that of [ 17, Lemma 
13.191, so we may assume that L is nonsolvable. As in Lemma 13.11, WC get 
L = O&L)l’. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L containing C’. \Ire ma) 
assume that S T n L =, :2/1. Set I’, V(ccl,( I’); S). I f  C; .; O,(I,) 
then ,\‘.r(S) N( I/;) < M, so maximality of ; L ‘:! forces ‘VT(S) S, 
so S : T, against Lemma 3. I I. Hence, 1; Q O,(L). As L/O,(L) has 2 rank 2 
the proof now follows that of Lemma 3.1 I. ‘Fhe lemma is thus proved. 
LEimIA 3.13. 121 is a (solvable) I7’$Voup. 
Proof. Otherwise M has a nontrivial Sylow I7-group K, and K is c!,clic 
by Lemma 3.6. As we have observed before, K < C(V), and so C,\,(K) 
has a nontrivial Sylow 3-subgroup S. Moreover, S is a Sylow 3-subgroup 
OfL C,(Q,(K)) and S is cyclic. 
Suppose to begin with that L is nonsolvable. As I- <. L we see that 17 E r, 
by Lemma 2.20, and that F*(LjO,,(L)) E O,,(L/O,,,(L)) x P&5,(17) where 
O,,(L/O,,(L)) is cyclic. Hence a Sylow 17-subgroup K* of L is abelian 
of type (17”, 17) in this case. 
Kow O,(L) ;i I since I- < L, so if we choose B satisfying O,(L) 
B t I/I,*(K, ; 2) where K1 = Q,(K*), we see that AT =. N(B) is nonsolvable 
and K* is a Sylow 17-subgroup of N, and moreover L -.r N. But a standard 
argument yields that C(K,) is transitive on M,*(K, , h; 2) for all k E Klc, 
and a further argument then yields N n (N(K*) n K**) > K*, where K*” 
is a Sylow l7-subgroup of G containing K*, contradiction. 
Thus we have shown that L must be solvable. Let B be an S-invariant 
Splow 17-subgroup of 0,,,,1, (~5). B exists since O,,(L) :-= O,(L). Again, 
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since I- < L we get 17 E vz by Lemma 2.20. Now if B is not of symplectic- 
type then we get that C,(S) is noncyclic, against Lemma 3.6 and C,(S) < M. 
So in fact B is of symplectic-type. As L is solvable it has 17-length I, so B 
is a Sylow 17-subgroup of L, and hence of G. We get B = C,(S)[B, S], 
so C,(S) : K -= Z(B). 
Finally, we have G ~= iVIB, so ngEG MC’ = nbtn W 1, K, against the 
simplicity of G. This proves the lemma. 
LEhI?JA 3.14. ,?rery noncydic 3-group lies in a unique maximal subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Choose E E E*(M; 3). Lt’e only need show that hit is the unique 
maximal subgroup of G which contains E, so suppose that this is false. 
Then there is L < G satisfying E <L < G, L Q: M. 
Sow if E E a(3) then L < ~16 b!; uniqueness, so I? 6 a(3). First we show 
that H&E; 17) = {I>, so suppose this too is false and choose I -# P E 
&“(E; 17). Since B $ a(3) a standard argument yields that C(E) is transitive 
on I&*(& e; 17) for all e E E”. Now we may assume that E is contained 
in the Sylow 3-subgroup R of M, in which eke 2 := Q,(Z(Z?)) has order 3 
and Z < E. Thus Lemma 3.13 and uniqueness yield C,(Z) = 1. Iiow we 
may choose e E E-@ so that C,(e) i; I, in which case m(C,(e)) > 2. 
Suppose that 17 E rr, . Then we easily see that in fact [P, e] = I. I f  N(P) 
is solvable it has 3-length 1, so E normalizes a Sylow 17-subgroup of G, 
so e centralizes the Sylow 17-subgroup P of G in this case. If  N(P) is not 
solvable we see that e centralizes a Sylow 17-subgroup P” of N(P) which 
contains P. Aloreover as C,(Z) =: 1 then N(P) is 17-constrained. If  P* < 
P”+ E IX,*(<e>; 17) then the P x Q-lemma yields [P**, P] : 1. Moreover 
-V(P*?-) is solvable, so P** is a Sylow 17-subgroup of G in any case. But 
now we have G = MP,, , where P, is a Sylow 17-subgroup of G satisfying 
[P,, , (e,] = 1. Hence flgEC Mu == nzEp, M” 3 (e), contradiction. K’e have 
shown that I7 6 n’2 . By Lemma 2.18 we get 17 E o1 
Now if PC, = C,(e) < O,,(C(e)), we get O,(C(e)) = 1 since m(P,) 33 2. 
So, assuming as we may that P, is a Sylow 17-subgroup of C(e), we get 
P,, =- O,,(C(e)). It follows that C(e) < N(P). By transitivity, we get 
(&f(E; 17)) :< O,,(N(P)). But O&N(P)) == 1 and I7 E g1 . Thus O,(N(P)) 
is 17-closed, so [P> = &.*(E; 17). But then IV(P) contains an element 
of a(3), against Lemma 3.13. This contradiction finally shows that 
E&;(E; 17) = {I}. 
Next we show that C(e) is solvable whenever e E E”, so suppose that 
this is false. As M is solvable then e E E - Z. Let C .:= IV,((e>). Since 
II(E; 17) = (1) then O,,(C) = O,(C) and Sylow 17-subgroups of C have 
order 17. Let K be a Sylow 17-subgroup of C, with H -= !V&K). Thus 
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,le> is a Sylow 3-subgroup of H, in particular His solvable and (e) normalizes 
a Sylow 17-subgroup K* of K with K = C&e). If  17 t rrTTp we see that K* 
is extra-special of order 1 73 and is a Sylow i7-subgroup of G. In this case 
A!l has 17” distinct conjugates in G. As l73 - 2 (mod 3) then a Sylow 3 sub- 
group lies in 2 distinct conjugates of :\I, against uniqueness. So we have 
shown that 17 # rr2. By Lemma 2.18 we get 17 E or . It follows that EI has 
2-rank at most 2 and that H is 17-closed. As 17 E crl an easy argument yields 
that in fact H has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. As C =: O,.,(C) Xc(K), we 
deduce that C/O,,,(C) is isomorphic to either PSL,( 17) or PGL,( 17). 
Sow [F, Z] + 1, so [C,(e), Z] =J’ I. It follows that O,(C) # 1, so if I1 
is a maximal subgroup of G which contains C then 11 =-~ ;V<,(O,(D)) and 
D/O,,,(D) is isomorphic to PSL,( 17) or PGL,( 17). Let 1 be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of D, so that Z(I) ;.< %(0,(D)). Also, let B* be a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of D which contains E, so that Ev “; (3, 9) and E* < ill. Kow a standard 
argument yields that C(E) is transitive on &*(E*, e; 2) for all et E”, 
and we may then argue easil>- that 112 contains each element of &*(E*, P; 2). 
In particular, O,(D) < M. Setting W QlMOdD))), it follows that 
v  A w f  1. 
Now C(r) . M for all EJ E II-+, and dl is a 17’-group by Lemma 3.13. 
Thus [K, IV] i I, so m(W) > 2. As D/O,(D) has 2-rank 2 we easily get 
that j?(1) --c O,(D). Hence I is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As J,(1) < dl 
then Z1 contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 114, which is I without loss. But 
then D -= (I, E”) : < M, against Lemma 3.13. 
This finally proves that C(e) is solvable for all e t E*. Kow a standard 
argument yields that C(E) is transitive on I&*(& e; 2) for all e E E”, and 
hence that (II,(E; 2)) 11. 
Finally, return to the group L. \Ve have O,(L) === O,(L) < ill by the 
last paragraph, and moreover Z, is solvable as C(e) is solvable for e E Es. 
Hence L O,(L) NL(E,) where E, is a Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,,,(L) which 
admits B. But A’(E,) < M by uniqueness, so L < 111. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Recalling that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G contained in ;1I, we nest prove 
LEMnra 3.15. Set 12; =-- !\‘~;(J,,(T)). Th en N is a tzonsolzable, 2-local, 
maximal subgroup of G. Every nonsolz?ablc 2-locd subgroup of G is conjugate 
to a subgroup of N. 
Proof. G certainly has nonsolvable 2-locals by Proposition O(b), so let 
L be a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup with Sylow 2-subgroup L, To prove 
the lemma, it is enough to show that J,,(LJ c O,(L). 
Now M is solvable, so Sylow 3-subgroups of L are cyclic by Lemma 3.14. 
Next we show that L also has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. Otherwise, 17 E rTTz 
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by Lemma 2.18. Now M is a (2, 3}-group by Lemma 3.13, so by Lemma 3.14 
we find that G has no elements of order 3.17. From these facts we deduce 
that a Sylow 17-subgroup K of S(L) is homocylic abelian of rank 2. Now 
N,(K) is nonsolvable, so extend K to a 17-group K* of maximal order 
subject to N * = N(K*) being nonsolvable. As before, K* is homocylic 
abelian of rank 2. 
If  N* contains a Sylow 17-subgroup of G, we get G = MN*, so 1 G /r7 = 
i G: M 1 = i N*: hT* n M j. This forces il3 n N* to be a Hall 17’-subgroup 
of N*, which is absurd. So N* does not contain a Sylow 17 subgroup of G. 
As K* has index 17 in a Sylow 17-subgroup of N* it follows readily that 
K* G (17, 17). By the classification of p-groups with p E vir? [IO, Satz 12.41, 
and a theorem of [I I], it follows that 1 G Ii7 = 171, so M has 17 conjugates 
in G. As 9 / 17r - 1 it follows that M n MO has order divisible by 3 for 
some g E G - M. This contradicts Lemma 3.14, and finally proves that L 
has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups. 
We now know that S(L) = O,(L), so that L/O,(L) is isomorphic to PSL,( 17) 
or PGL,(l7). Let K be a Sylow 17-subgroup of L, set Y = J2r(Z(O,(L))). 
As L is 2-constrained, Y contains Qn,(Z(G,)) where Gz is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G containing L, . As 1 P’ 1 = 4 then C(z)) < M for all z’ E V*, so as M 
is a {2,3f--group we deduce that [K, Y] f  1, and hence that m(Y) 3 2*. 
A simple argument now yields Jy(Lp) .< O,(L), as required. The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMM.\ 3.16. Hjtpothesis 3.1 does not hold. 
Proof. We retain previous notation. Let L = hTg be a conjugate of 
N = N(J,(T)) such that M contains a Sylow 3-subgroup P of L. Let 
(x’ --= LqP). 
Now define the set X’ = (H < M 1 9 1 1 H I, O,(H) has %-rank at least 2). 
By 3.14 we have C,(x) < M. On the other hand we have m(C,?~,)(x)) > 2 
(cf. [IS]), so C,(X) E X. If  we further define & = (HE 2 ; H < D < G 
for some D + M> then C,(X) E 2”) so & f  z. Choose HE 3) with 
1 H ,2 maximal, then choose D < G with H < D 4: M, and / D / maximal 
with this property. As D Q M then D has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups by 
Lemma 3.14. Next we show that D is a 2-local subgroup of G, so suppose 
false. If  D is isomorphic to either PSL,( 17) or PGL,( 17) then M contains 
a Sylow 3-subgroup D, of D by Lemma 3.14, so D -5 (H, D3) < M, 
against Lemma 3.13. So in any case we have F(D) # 1. If  O,(D) # 1 then 
D is a {2, 3}-group by Lemma 3.13, so O,(D) # 1. Hence, we may assume 
that F(D) = O,,(D) # 1. Let Q = O,,(D), so that H acts faithfully on Q. 
Let y  # 1 be an element of H of order 3. By Lemma 3.13 we have C,(y) = 1, 
so if A is a characteristic, elementary abelian subgroup of Q then m(A) 
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is even. But N has 2-rank at least 2, so if IX(A) 1 4 then some inv-olution 
i E H satisfies m(C,(i)) ... 2. In th’ 1s case we get 17 E rz by Lemma 2.18, 
against the existence of A. Hence, WZ(~~) ;= 2. Evidently, H is also faithful 
on A, so H (; GL?(17). But this is impossible as m(O,(H)) 1.’ 2. TVe have 
therefore sho,an that D is a 2-local subgroup of G. 
Xert we show that D is solvable, so suppose false. In this case I,cmma 3.15 
allows us to assume that D L. AZ contains a Sylow 3-subgroup P of L, 
so H PI with I a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let L, be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of L which contains I, with B m= O,(L). By Lemma 3.15 we have Jp(Lz) B. 
If  B -< X’ then L = N(J,(L,)) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of A/, say ‘77. 
Then L ,‘T, P> I M, against Lemma 3.13. So B 4 *II, that is 
InB<B. 
Kow set I,, =:- O,(H), so that I: 1,, 2. \J:‘e have 1(, < :V(I,,) ~‘i I,,U, 
so N(1,,) 4; 112, so I is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A:,,,(I,,). Xow we get F _m 
O,(M) -< I, Since 1 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A’,&a) we get that I,(1) Q 1,) , 
and so [Q,(P), 2(1,)] =- I. Kow since L/B is isomorphic to either PSL,( 17) 
or PGL,( 17) then we have I,, (I,, n B) CIo(P), so Z(I,,) = %(I,, n B) n 
C(C, (P)). The P x Q-lemma thus yields [Q,(P), Z(1,, n B)] 
parti&lar [Qr(P), Z(B) n I,] 
I, so in 
I. 
Sow as F I” I,, then C(I,,) =- Z(I,,), so as I,, (I,, n B) C,JPj we get 
C(I,,) n Z(B) C(CrO(P)) n Z(B) 5: Z(B) n I,, Another application of the 
P >< Q-lemma yields [Z(B), Q,(P)] ~~ I. But Z(B) (.I L is non-solvable, 
so if z is any central involution of G then 17 1 I C(z);. However vve have 
C(v) < JI for all 7% E I-“, and M is a 17’~group by Lemma 13.13. ‘I’his 
contradiction finally proves that D is solvable. 
Suppose that 17 I ) D . As G h, ds no elements of order 3.17 then a Sylow 
17-subgroup K of D has rank 2, and O,,,(D) 2 O,(D). Let D, be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of 11 which permutes with R. Now D = NG(02(D)), so 
C(O,(D)) Z(O,(D)) and Z(O,(D)) contains the center of some Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. But as 1 V I == 4 and M is a 17’-group then C(z) is a 
17’-group for every central involution x in G. Thus, C,(Z(O,(D))) 1. 
By [17, Lemma 5.531, applied to the group D,K, we get that Jp(D2) <? D,K. 
But then 11 == N,(J,(D,)), so D, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. But D is 
solvable, against Lemma 3.15. This contradiction proves that D is a {2, 31- 
group. 
Let I he a Sylow 2-subgroup of H with D2 a Sylow 2-subgroup of i1 
containing 1. Let D, O,(D). Clearly, H is not 2-closed, so if I,, -= I n II,, 
we have D: D,, 1 :-- ~ I: I, 1 = 2. 
Now let P he a Sylow 3-subgroup of D. \\‘e may assume without loss 
that P -< N, since in any case M contains a nonidentity 3-element of D. 
If  Je(D2) :;, D, we have D = N(JJDJ) and so D, is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. Then D is conjugate to a subgroup of N = N(J,(T)), against Lemma 
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3.15. So in fact Je(Da) < D, . It follows that if W - Q,(Z(D,)) then 
1 W: C,(P)/ -= 4, [W, W(P)] =: I. 
Now 1 P / > 9, so 1 of b’(P) centralizes W. But W contains a central 
involution of G, say w, so as C(v) .< M for all v  E V+ we get C(w) -2 MU 
for someg E G. By Lemma 3.14 we get C(w) ,< M, so D, < 121, contradiction. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.16, and so the Main Theorem 
of this paper is proved. 
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